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Objective  To investigate the sleep state of mild stroke patients and relationship between sleep disturbance and 
functional status.
Methods  A total of 80 acute stroke patients were enrolled in this study. The criteria for inclusion in the study 
was as following: 1) first stroke, 2) cognitive function preserved enough to perform the test (Mini Mental State 
Examination ≥24), 3) good functional levels (Modified Rankin Scale ≤3), 4) upper extremity motor function 
preserved enough to perform occupational tests (hand strength test, Purdue pegboard test, 9-hole peg test, and 
Medical Research Council score ≥3), and 5) less than 2 weeks between the stroke and the assessment. Quality 
of sleep was assessed by using Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), Insomnia 
Severity Index (ISI), and Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS). Activities of daily living was assessed by using the 
Modified Barthel Index (MBI) and depressed mood was assessed by using the Beck Depression Inventory 
(BDI). Gross and fine motor function of the upper extremity was assessed by using hand strength test (Jamar 
dynamometer), Purdue pegboard test, and the 9-hole peg test.
Results  The results of the occupational assessment were fine in the good sleepers. The PSQI, ESS, and ISI were 
correlated with some of the assessment tools (BDI, MBI, Purdue pegboard, 9-hole peg, and hand strength).
Conclusion  In conclusion, this study emphasizes that sleep disturbance can affect the functional status in mild 
acute stroke patients. Therefore, clinicians must consider sleep status in stroke patients and need to work to 
control it.
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INTRODUCTION

Stroke is a leading cause of disability in adults and ac-
counts for a large percentage of disease, worldwide [1]. 
Mild stroke and transient ischemic attack now account 
for 82% of all cases of cerebrovascular disease and 60% 
of all cases of stroke [2]. While mild stroke patients can 
suffer from prolonged disability and discomfort, they are 
often discharged with little or no rehabilitation services 
that address their return to work [3]. As a result, when 
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they return to real life, diminished quality of life and 
limitations in higher levels of physical functioning often 
persist. Difficulties with executive function, fatigue, sleep 
disturbance, and psychological symptoms (e.g., depres-
sion and anxiety) also impact their ability to return to so-
ciety or home; a condition referred to as hidden dysfunc-
tion [4-8]. 

Survivors of stroke regard upper extremity function to 
be important for increasing their quality of life [9] and re-
covery of arm function seems to be largely independent 
of the overall severity of the stroke [10-12]. Psychologi-
cal factors such as depression and sleep disturbance are 
associated with a poorer functional prognosis and post-
stroke fatigue [13-15].

Sleep disturbance occurs, or worsens, after a stroke and 
occurs in various forms such as sleep apnea, insomnia, 
and daytime sleepiness and has been known to disturb 
the life of rehabilitation stroke patients [16-19]. The 
aforementioned hidden dysfunction is minimized by ef-
fective rehabilitation treatment but if patients are affect-
ed by sleep disturbances, their rehabilitation treatment is 
not effective and their functional recovery is delayed [20-
23]. Mild stroke patients have more potential to recover 
their pre-stroke functional, and that is why it is important 
to control sleep disturbances. In previous studies, func-
tional status of patients was measured with the Modified 
Barthel Index (MBI) or the Functional Independence 
Measurement (FIM). However, we also investigated up-
per extremity’s functional status using further evaluation 
tool. Herein this study we aimed to investigate the sleep 
state of mild stroke patients and determine the relation-
ship between sleep disturbance and functional status.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
This study was a prospective study. A total of 80 pa-

tients were enrolled in this study and were recruited from 
Soonchunhyang University Hospital between October 
2013 and June 2014 (Fig. 1). The inclusion criteria were 
as following: 1) it was the patients’ first stroke; 2) the 
Mini Mental State Examination [MMSE] score ≥24; 3) the 
Modified Rankin Scale (MRS) score ≤3; 4) upper extrem-
ity motor function preserved enough to perform occu-
pational tests (hand strength test, Purdue pegboard test, 
9-hole peg test, and a Medical Research Council [MRC] 
score ≥3); and 5) the stroke occurred less than 2 weeks 

from the start of the study. Patients were excluded from 
the study if they met any of the following criteria: 1) had 
a history of cerebrovascular accidents; 2) had a severe 
cognitive impairment, aphasia, or dementia; 3) had a 
psychiatric disorder such as schizophrenia, behavioral, 
or affective disorder; 4) had previously been treated for 
sleep problems; 5) were taking, or had taken, sleeping 
pills; and 6) had a history of depression. 

This study was approved by the Institutional Review 
Board of Soonchunhyang University Hospital and in-
formed consent was obtained from all patients.

Assessment of sleep
The patient’s sleep states were assessed by using four 

sleep questionnaires: 1) the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality In-
dex (PSQI), 2) the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS), 3) the 
Insomnia Severity Index (ISI), and 4) the Stanford Sleepi-
ness Scale (SSS). The PSQI is typically used for evaluat-
ing quantitative and subjective aspects of sleep, such as 
depth and comfort, which are both main considerations 
in the current study [24]. A PSQI score between 0 and 
5 indicated that the patient was a good sleeper while a 
score greater than 5 was indicative of poor sleep [24,25]. 
The ESS is used to measure a patients average sleep pro-
pensity across different situations in daily life [26]. For the 
ESS, a score from 0–8 indicates good sleep and above 8 
indicates poor sleep [26,27]. The ISI targets the subjective 
symptoms and consequences of insomnia as well as the 
degree of concerns or distress caused by those difficulties 
[28]. An ISI between 0 and 7 was representative of a good 
sleeper and a score greater than 7 was indicative of poor 
sleep [28]. The SSS is frequently used to assess subjective 
perceptions of daytime sleepiness [29]. The SSS is scored 
from 1–7 with a higher score related to a poorer sleep 

Fig. 1. This study was a prospective study. PSQI, Pittsburg 
Sleep Quality Index; ESS, Epworth Sleepiness Scale; ISI, 
Insomnia Severity Index; SSS, Stanford Sleepiness Scale.

111 Participants were included
for the study

80 Participants were able to
occupational assessment &
sleep questionnaire tools

PSQI (n=80)
ESS (n=80)
ISI (n=45)

SSS (n=45)

31 Participants were not
able to occupational

assessment (untestable)
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state [29]. All questionnaires were performed within 2 
weeks of the stroke. If the patient was unable to complete 
the questionnaire on their own, a caregiver or family 
member assisted them.

Functional impairments
Activities of daily living were assessed by using the MBI 

[30,31] while cognitive function was assessed by using 
the MMSE. Depression was assessed by using the Beck 
Depression Inventory (BDI), an easy to implement ques-
tionnaire and a score that exceeds 15 points indicates 
that the patient was depressed [32].

Upper extremity strength and function were assessed 
by using the hand strength test (Jamar dynamometer), 
Purdue pegboard test, and the 9-hole peg test. All tests 
were performed by the affected and unaffected sides and 
both the dominant and non-dominant hands were com-
pared. The hand strength test (Jamar dynamometer) was 
made up of 4 components grip, tip, lateral, and jaw [33-
35]. The Purdue pegboard test was measured by calculat-
ing the number of pins the patient was able to place in 
the holes in 30 seconds [36,37] while the 9-hole peg test 
measured the time (seconds) it took to put all of the pins 
in the holes [38]. All tests were performed by an occupa-
tional therapist while another occupational therapist was 
responsible for supervising and recording the data.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS statis-

tical software ver. 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and 
the independent t-test was used to compare the data ob-
tained from good and poor sleepers. Spearman correla-
tion analysis was used to assess the relationship between 
PSQI, ESS, ISI, and SSS and the independent variables−
BDI, MBI, hand strength test (Jamar dynamometer), the 
Purdue pegboard test, and the 9-hole peg test. A p-value 
below 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Demographic and stroke characteristics
Characteristics of the 80 patients included in study 

are summarized in Table 1. The mean patient age was 
63.8±13.6 years, and the mean interval between the onset 
of stroke and time of assessment was 6.8±6.0 days. The 
mean MMSE was 27.6±1.4, the mean MRC was 3.9±0.5, 

and the mean MRS was 2.2±0.8. Seventy-six patients had 
infarcts and 4 had experienced hemorrhages. The lesions 
were located in the cortical and subcortical regions in 
23 and 57 patients, respectively. Three patients were left 
handed and 77 were right handed.

Sleep and functional impairment
The average MBI score was 63.6±21.4. The average Pur-

due peg test was 5.9±3.5 on the affected side and 9.6±3.0 
on the unaffected side. The average 9-hole peg test was 
58.6±55.2 on the affected side and 30.0±9.2 on the unaf-
fected side. The average grip hand strength was 21.5±12.1 
on the affected side and 27.6±12.1 on the unaffected side. 
The average tip hand strength was 2.1±1.5 on affected 

Table 1. Demographic and stroke-related characteristics 
(n=80)

Characteristic Value
Gender

   Male 54

   Female 26

Age (yr) 63.8±13.6

Affected side

   Right 35

   Left 45

MRS 2.2±0.8

MMSE 27.6±1.4

Time since stroke (day) 6.8±6.0

MRC scale 3.9±0.5

Stroke type

   Ischemic 76

   Hemorrhagic 4

Lesion

   Cortical 23

   Subcortical 57

Dominant hand 

   Right 77

   Left 3

Comorbidity

   Hypertension (%) 45.0

   Diabetes mellitus (%) 21.3

Values are presented as number or mean±standard de-
viation.
MRS, Modified Rankin Scale; MMSE, Mini-Mental State 
Examination; MRC, Medical Research Council.
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side and 3.3±2.0 unaffected side. The average lateral 
hand strength was 4.4±2.3 on the affected side and 5.9±2.0 
on the unaffected side. The average jaw hand strength 
was 3.0±2.0 on the affected side and 4.6±1.8 on the unaf-
fected side. 

Of the 77 patients who were right handed, 33 were af-
fected in their right hand, while 44 were affected on their 
left side. The dominant and non-dominant hands had 

Table 3. Post stroke impairments between patients with or without sleep disturbance 

PSQI ESS ISI
Group 1 (n=23)

Score≤5
Group 2 (n=57)

Score>5
Group 1 (n=41)

Score≤8
Group 2 (n=39)

Score>8
Group 1 (n=21)

Score≤7
Group 2 (n=24)

Score>7
BDI 12.0±8.5a,b) 17.7±8.3a,b) 16.0±8.7 16.1±8.7 16.9±7.8 14.8±8.6

MBI 65.0±17.3 63.1±23.0 62.3±20.4 65.1±22.7 64.6±20.1 60.8±23.6

Purdue peg 6.0±3.3 5.9±3.6 6.3±3.7 5.6±3.3 5.6±3.5 5.5±3.1

9-Hole peg (s) 52.6±36.5 61.0±61.3 52.6±44.5 64.9±64.6 64.3±81.9 64.8±42.0

Strength (grip) 24.2±11.4 20.4±12.2 23.2±12.4 19.8±11.6 23.2±9.9 19.1±13.2

Strength (tip) 2.3±1.6 2.0±1.5 2.2±1.4 1.9±1.7 2.3±1.4 1.7±1.8

Strength (lateral) 4.8±2.3 4.2±2.3 4.6±2.3 4.2±2.3 4.8±2.2 3.8±2.2

Strength (jaw) 3.5±2.1 2.8±1.9 3.2±1.9 2.8±2.1 3.1±1.9 2.8±2.3

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.
PSQI, Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index; ESS, Epworth Sleepiness Scale; ISI, Insomnia Severity Scale; BDI, Beck Depres-
sion Inventory; MBI, Modified Barthel Index; group 1, good sleeper; group 2, poor sleeper.
a)p<0.05, derived from t-test.
b)p<0.05, Mann-Whitney U test between groups 1 and 2.

Table 2. The average scores of upper extremity hand 
functions listed by affected side in right handed patients 
(n=77)

Affected side
Right (n=33) Left (n=44)

Purdue peg

   DH 5.9±2.7* 10.1±3.3

   NH 8.7±2.5 5.6±3.8*

9-Hole peg (s)

   DH 56.3±64.6* 28.7±9.2

   NH 32.4±8.8 62.7±49.0*

Strength (grip)

   DH 22.7±11.2 27.4±11.7

   NH 26.6±11.8 19.6±11.7*

Strength (tip)

   DH 2.1±1.2* 3.5±2.4

   NH 3.0±1.3 2.0±1.8*

Strength (lateral)

   DH 4.9±1.9* 5.9±2.0

   NH 5.9±1.8 3.9±2.4*

Strength (jaw)   

   DH 3.3±1.8* 4.7±1.8

   NH 4.4±1.8 2.7±2.1*

Values are presented as mean±standard deviation.
DH, dominant hand (right); NH, non-dominant hand 
(left).
*p<0.05, derived from t-test.

Table 4. Correlation analysis (Spearman’s rho) between 
post stroke impairments and the PSQI, ESS, ISI, and SSS 
scores

PSQI 
(n=80)

ESS 
(n=80)

ISI 
(n=45)

SSS 
(n=45)

BDI 0.453** 0.368** 0.650** 0.526**

MBI –0.219 –0.144 –0.305* –0.318*

Purdue peg –0.060 –0.137 –0.227 –0.377*

9-Hole peg (s) 0.009 0.036 –0.006 0.177

Strength (grip) –0.232* –0.152 –0.396** –0.456**

Strength (tip) –0.219 –0.152 –0.430** –0.478**

Strength (lateral) –0.219 –0.137 –0.353* –0.341*

Strength (jaw) –0.188 –0.090 –0.370* –0.463**

PSQI, Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index; ESS, Epworth Sleepi-
ness Scale; ISI, Insomnia Severity Scale; SSS, Stanford 
Sleepiness Scale; BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; MBI, 
Modified Barthel Index.
*p<0.05, **p<0.01, Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient. 
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lower function in accordance with the affected side. All 
scores, except hand grip strength of the dominant hand 
were significantly different (Table 2).

The average PSQI score in the 80 patients was 8.1±4.1, 
with 57 patients (71.2%) having a PSQI score >5. The 57 
poor sleepers (PSQI scores >5) had a lower MBI, Purdue 
peg test, and hand strength test (grip, tip, lateral, and jaw) 
and a higher 9-hole peg test and BDI scores, compared to 
the 23 good sleepers.

The average ESS score in the 80 patients was 8.3±4.4, 
with 39 patients (48.8%) having an ESS score >8. The 39 
poor sleepers (ESS scores >8) had a lower Purdue peg test 
and hand strength test (grip, tip, lateral, and jaw) and a 
higher 9-hole peg test and BDI scores, than the 41 good 
sleepers.

The average ISI score in the 45 patients was 9.0±7.5, 
with 24 patients (53.3%) having an ISI score >7 points. 
The 24 poor sleepers (ISI scores >7) had a lower MBI, 
Purdue peg test, and hand strength test (grip, tip, lateral 
and jaw) and a higher 9-hole peg test, than the 21 good 
sleepers. There were no statistically significant differences, 
with the exception of the BDI scores on the PSQI (Table 3).

PSQI scores were significantly correlated with the BDI 
scores and grip hand strength and the ESS scores were 
significantly correlated with the BDI scores. Furthermore, 
the ISI was significantly correlated with the BDI, MBI, 
and hand strength test (grip, tip, lateral, and jaw). And 
the SSS scores were significantly correlated with the BDI, 
MBI, Purdue peg test, and hand strength test (grip, tip, 
lateral and jaw) (Table 4). 

DISCUSSION

The observations which we found suggest that mild 
stroke patients have decreased function of the upper 
extremity. Poor hand function occurred in the stroke-
affected side independent of hand dominance; a finding 
that was statistically significant. The functional status 
of mild stroke patients was found to be significantly as-
sociated with sleep disturbance and the result presented 
in the current investigation are consistent with previous 
studies [18,21,23].

Sleep disturbance can be caused by multiple factors 
including psychological, personal, and social, and is dif-
ficult to assess with simple medical examination because 
of subjective and individual symptoms [18]. Many clini-

cians prefer to assess sleep disturbance such as sleep 
apnea, insomnia, and daytime sleepiness using systemic 
medical examinations and questionnaires [18,29].

In the current study, several sleep questionnaires were 
used (4 in total) that are reflective of different parts. 
In accordance with results of this study, 3 of the sleep 
questionnaires indicated that the majority of patients 
were poor sleepers (PSQI, 71.2%; ESS, 48.8%; ISI, 53.3%). 
However, it was not possible to measure the sleep state 
using the SSS as it is primarily used to check the patient’s 
current level of alertness. In 2002, Leppavuori et al. [16] 
reported that the majority of ischemic stroke patients 
suffered from insomnia, and Oh and Chun [18] indicated 
that insomnia was observed in 60.9% of stroke rehabilita-
tion patients. The current study also showed that patients 
who were poor sleepers had lower MBI (non-significant), 
Purdue peg test, 9-hole peg test, and hand strength test 
(grip, tip, lateral and jaw) compared to those who were 
good sleepers. Furthermore, sleep status was significantly 
correlated with functional status. Similarly, Leppavouri et 
al [16] reported that poor sleeping in ischemic stroke pa-
tients was correlated with functional status as measured 
with the MBI. Oh and Chun [18] reported that their in-
somnia group had a trend of lower FIM scores compared 
to their normal group; however, it was not statistically 
significant. These findings have important implications 
in stroke patients, because daytime activities and con-
centration are decreased by sleep disturbance thus re-
sulting in disturbed rehabilitation and delayed functional 
recovery [18,21,22].

It is possible that handedness could affect upper ex-
tremity function and in our study, only three patients 
were left-handed compared to the 77 patients who were 
right-handed. A result of this disparity is that it was not 
possible to compare handedness. However, dominant 
and non-dominant hand function was reduced in the af-
fected side compared to the healthy side. This means that 
the patients had a clear functional abnormality and that 
the functional deterioration of the non-dominant hand 
was larger than the dominant hand. This may have be 
explained by the fact that the function of the dominant 
hand is good in healthy people [39]. 

The function of the unaffected upper limb also de-
creased when age was considered and can be explained 
by disability of hemispheric integration as well as ipsilat-
eral sensory-motor dysfunction [40]. Therefore, evalua-
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tion and treatment of stroke patients with an unaffected 
side is essential.

Poor sleeping as measured with the PSQI and ESS 
questionnaires was associated with a higher BDI score 
compared to those patients who were good sleepers, 
especially the statistically significant PSQI scores. Good-
win and Devanand [13] referred to the relation between 
stroke and depression and that these were also associated 
with functional status. Zavoreo et al. [15] also suggested 
that motor function and recovery of cognition in stroke 
patients was adversely affected by depression. In other 
previous studies, psychological factors such as depres-
sion, sleep problems, and fatigue had negative effect on 
the rehabilitation of stroke patients, which is in similarity 
with our present results [13-15,18]. 

Unlike previous studies that assessed functional status 
using the MBI and FIM, our study focused on assessing 
the strength and functional status of the upper extrem-
ity, especially the hand. While the activities of daily living 
scale (i.e., the MBI), measures the ability of the patient 
to perform certain tasks it does not specifically measure 
the function of the affected limbs [12]. Therefore, this 
measure is limited to assessing the detailed strength and 
status of the affected limbs. Upper extremity function is 
directly associated with activities of daily living in the re-
habilitation of stroke patients and is a prognostic factor of 
functional recovery. This is why the current study focused 
on assessing the functional status of the upper extremity. 
Furthermore, mild stroke patients have a large potential 
to recover their pre-stroke function and for this reason, 
the assessment of upper extremity function and strength 
is meaningful for rehabilitation [9,12]. Mild stroke pa-
tients tend to present with normal looking function with 
little impairment during the initial periods of rehabilita-
tion. In theory, many mild stroke patients are free from 
disability [1], in practice, however, many are unable to 
resume their normal daily life activities. This situation is 
called hidden dysfunction and therefore, it is important 
to go for a detailed assessment of the functional status 
in an effort to remove obstacles and minimize hidden 
dysfunctions [3]. Edwards et al. [1] suggested that when 
a stroke patient returns to normal life, psychological and 
individual factors, such as decreased motivation and de-
pression determine their quality of life and satisfaction. 
Sleep disturbance is also included in these factors and 
has a negative effect on quality of life, that is why it is im-

portant to perform specific assessments and control the 
use of medication or sleep hygiene education.

Our study showed that sleep disturbance was corre-
lated with the functional status of the mild acute stroke 
patients. In a study carried out by Oh and Chun [18], 
many behavioral and affective disorders appeared at 
discharge in patients with sleep disturbances and there-
fore, employment was down. In addition to sleep status, 
multiple factors such as depression, fatigue, anxiety and 
environmental factors resulted in decreased activity, 
concentration, and motivation of the patient and thus 
recovery of function was delayed [1,3,14]. However, our 
study did not include these factors because only those 
patients were selected that had no history of depression 
or mental illness. Further only those patients were taken 
in which stroke occurred less than 2 weeks from the start 
of the study, representing acute stroke patients would be 
less impacted by fatigue. As a result, future studies will be 
necessary to control for such mood disorders and fatigue.

Sleep disturbance during stroke rehabilitation can be 
improved by using medication or sleep hygiene educa-
tion. In the early period of rehabilitation, it is important 
to assess the patient’s sleep cycle and control their sleep 
condition in order to enhance their functional recovery 
and social participation. Therefore, future studies have to 
investigate the effect of sleep control on functional status 
and recovery in stroke rehabilitation patients. Polysom-
nography can be used for correct diagnosis, but it is time-
consuming and expensive. 

This study included a selected subgroup of stroke pa-
tients, which may limit the generalization of the findings. 
All of the patients had difficulties in completing the dif-
ferent types of sleep questionnaires because many types 
of sleep questionnaires adversely affected the participa-
tion of patients and mild stroke patients relatively did not 
feel the need to test. Four kinds of questionnaires were 
used to assess the patient’s sleep but the contents of each 
individual differ and therefore, it was difficult to select a 
single representative sleep questionnaire. Furthermore, 
we did not consider environmental factors or pain that 
may have resulted from the stroke. Future investigations 
will have to simplify the sleep questionnaires, limit envi-
ronmental factors, and consider pain.

In conclusion, the affected upper extremity of acute 
mild stroke patients showed marked deterioration. This 
study emphasized that sleep disturbance can affect the 
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functional status of acute mild stroke patients. There-
fore, clinicians must assess the sleep status of acute mild 
stroke patients and attempt to control it. Further it is 
important to assist the acute mild stroke patients so that 
they will smoothly integrate back into society, and restore 
their pre-stroke condition. 
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